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SKIT FUN:

Highlights from
Players Presents
A & E page 8

Sex,
drugs
and
depression
Results of student health survey reveal treuds typical of culture
CHARITY

up to someone and tell them
they have an eating disorder,"
said student Aubrey Kress.

EDWARDS

Business Manager
N E T W O R K :

shop

Student Life presented stu
dents with results of last year's
health survey over four days

News page 2

last week.

Upcoming
career work

"Get

\

The survey was adminis
tered to all undergraduates last
S P O N G E B O B
G AY ?

Ta k e a c l o s e r
look
Opinion page 4

"really serious and important
issues and things I think we all

A

G I V E N
NOTICE:

focusing on specific issues.

Roomate

The

week's

theme

was

junior pointed at the slide show
screen and said, "I am not one

4#^
V
M O L LY

BOYLE

TRENDS: Results of the student health survey confirm that GFU
students are not immune to cultural issues and trends

News page 3

sage was forgiveness, focusing
on "Talk, don't judge," accord

Thursday featured speakers
such as Donna Buhrow, wife of

Foxhole. It was a time to dispel
rumors about the lifestyle

ing to the ASC Supreme Court

the director of the Health and

Chief Justice.

Counseling Center, speaking
about addiction.

Lebanese government resigns
The pro-Syrian government of

Chapel on Monday and
Wednesday included slide
shows, student testimonies,
University Players sketches and

agreement, dialogue about eat
ing disorders and discuss the
truth about depression and

Lebanon

was

dissolved

Monday when Lebanon's
prime minister, Omar Karami,
resigned. Syria has interfered in
Lebanon's government and
economy for over 30 years.
Protesters celebrated peaceftilly
and are optimistic about the
chance for a new government.
Iraqi abuses
The State Department issued a
report Monday detailing
human rights abuses by the
American-supported Iraqi gov
ernment. The abuses included

rape, torture and illegal deten

panel of students discussed
such things as alcohol and

video clips. The evening ses

pornography with a group of

and staff said to deal with one

sions. on Monday through

about

another in love. "Don't just go

DAN

pornography to stale potato
chips: "You can eat them. You
can consume them. But who

really wants them?"
A l s o o n M o n d a y, j u n i o r
Dan Gugliotta sought to bring
hope to people with substance
abuse problems by telling the
audience how he and God had

conquered substance abuse.
Quoting the popular
See Health survey on page 12

Team, giving two of the six
spots on the First Team to the
Bruins. Sophomore Phil Heu-

ketball teams to overall success
in the Northwest Conference.

senior Mark Gayman was
named the NWC Player of the

'Passion' settles suit

Year on the men's side.
Head
coaches

Mel Gibson's Icon Distribution

Sundquist and Scott Rueck

Inc. settled a suit against Regal
Entertainment Group Tuesday
over box office receipts for

were named Coaches of the

Weller was named an All-NWC
honorable mention.

Gayman was named to the
First Team last season as well,

and his award for Player of the
Year marks the first time that a
Bruin has taken home such an

Mark

award since 1998.

"I think it's a great testimo
ny that Mark worked extremely

Year for the men and women,

Icon sued Regal, claiming the

respectively.
This was the third time that
Rueck was named NWC Coach

movie theater chain had not

of the Year, becoming one of

paid Icon its fair share of the
receipts. The settlement will
reduce Regal's income for all of
2004 by $8.3 million.

only two active coaches in the
conference to have achieved

Illegal caviar

voted on by your peers," Rueck
said.' "It's not possible without

hard in the off-season,"
Sundquist said. "It goes to

show that hard work does pay
off."

Kim Leith received Player
of the Year, denying Whitworth
senior Tiffany Speer her third

such a feat.

consecutive such award.

"It's always a great honor to
receive that award because it's

great players."

Sundquist's award was the

caviar manufacturing opera

first ever for a men's coach from

tion. They were indicted on

George Fox. He expressed sur
prise at receiving the honor.
"It seems like most years it

March 4,2005

He elicited chuckles from the

audience when he compared

named to the All-NWC First

Several athletes are being
honored for leading their bas

other countries.

erations of fish.

ing his mind with the Bible and
by accepting help from friends.
"Seek God," Roenicke said,
"and you will find freedom."

being named Player of the Year,
junior Aaron Schmick was

Year award for the women, and

potentially depletes future gen

the

BENNETT

power in June. The report also

and selling white sturgeon.
Police said poaching sturgeon

in

Sports Editor

home the NWC Player of the

charges of unlawfully posessing

students

beat his unhealthy habit by fill

Unlversitv takes top honors for plovers, coaches of the veer

interim government that took

Three people were arrested
Wednesday in the Portland
area for running an illegal

80

of those statistics." He said he

6FU sweeps NWC awards
Junior Kim Leith took

"The Passion of the Christ."

On Wednesday evening, a

pornography.
Many times throughout the
week, panel members, students

tions by police officers of the

detailed human rights abuses in

let

with Matt Cox-style energy, the

" T h i s i s Yo u r L i f e . " T h e m e s

know what's happening

and

gle with pornography. Speaking

switches

Around the World

them

openly about his former strug

-

have to deal with." Students

could attend both chapel ses
sions and four evening sessions

know

%

spring, and questions ranged
from depression to alcohol con
sumption to sexual behavior.
Brad Lau, vice president of
Student Life, said the topics are

to

them know they are loved."
In chapel on Monday, stu
dent Chris Rognicke shared

goes to the coach who won the

conference," Sundquist said,
but noted that men's basketball

Leith's award was the first

for George Fox since Katie
B R I A N R U R I K / M O L LY B O Y L E

PLAYERS OF THE YEAR: Mark Gayman and Kim Leith each
received a coveted Player of the Year awar.

Lacey won in 2001.
On the women's side, senior
Liz Clark complemented
Leith's position on the AllN W C F i r s t Te a m .

has gone from being a dismal 3-

Bruin basketball.

13 in the conference last season

Sundquist said, "It's a good
time to be a George Fox Bruin,

to a 13-3 NWC mark, good for
second place overall.

"They epitomize the word
'team,'" Sundquist said of

student or athlete. Good things
are happening at this school."
In addition to Gayman

"Those two have really
worked hard," Rueck said.

"They've put their whole selves
into the team and they are great
examples to the campus."
Issue §>^1. CXXl
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Pebble's Perspective
God's adventures
for me will

dents' minds to a large variety

TIFFANY

I didn't get what I wanted
last week. It was really
annoying! Not that I'm used
to getting what I want, or

anything... okay, that's not

the point.
I had applied to be a
House Manager—I had my

housemates all picked out,
and I knew which house I
wanted.

I ought never to plan my
own life, because God always
has other ideas. In the mail

last Monday, I received a let
ter telling me I was to be the

RA of Hobson 2 next year. I

When it comes to finding a

TA N E L L E

DITTUS

Columnist
we wanted?

I tend to like excitement.

I'm always changing my hair
(the dreadlocks are tempo
rary), and I never stay in one
place for very long. In the
this to be true: never is my
life more exciting than when
I don't get what I want.

is the key to finding a job.

I am not in control, God pro
ceeds to give me what I need
instead of what I want (the
carrot stick vs. the cookie, if

event is coming up on Tuesday
evening, March 15. This is a
valuable opportunity for stu

of the time. It amazed me

wall and was bitter that I did

how many of their requests

not get my way, much as I
did this past week.

last weekend to visit. I

watched this weekend as my
mother, an incredibly patient
woman, parented my two lit
tle brothers. They are two
and two-and-a-half, difficult

were turned down for their

Degrees@Work:
Connections and Confections

pounded my fists against the

My family does foster
care, and I went home this

and support. Mostof the time it

This is ti'ue because when

Those kids did not get
what they wanted about 85%

different.

between individuals to trade

information, advice,, resources

ages.

got something completely

job, where do you* look? What
will you do to find a job?
Without work experience, it's
difficult to get a job. Without a
job, it's difficult to get work
experience. One of the solu
tions to this problem is net
working, an intentional process
of developing relationships

past few years, I have found

you will). And, believe it or
not, God knows how my life
should go better than I do.
Life following God is not
easy—it's scary! I find myself
wondering what will happen
day to day, if the new chal
lenge that God has placed in
my life will finally be enough
to push me over the edge.
Yet, it's so much more inter
esting than simply following
my own plans.

didn't get what I wanted, I

of career possibilities and make
them aware of fields they may
not have previously considered.
After hearing advice from
working professionals, they

OLSON

Career Services Intern

always be more
exciting than
tilings I want

career-minded students

dents to learn about and prac

may have a better understand
ing of what they want to do and
narrow down a career field of
choice.

This networking opportuni

ty will help students examine or
re-examine what they ultimate

ogy and other fields. Two or

ly want to do and can help them

facilitator will speak per panel.
Various topics include network
ing to find employment, job
searching, graduate school and
beginning a career in a specified

professions being somewhat

three alumni and one faculty

career field such as business,

education, sciences or nonprof
its. Following the discussions,

include engineering, math,
computer scjence, business,
social work, sociology, psychol

tain what they want to do after
they graduate from college. The

careers@georgefox.edu or
Alumni and University

idea of this event is to open stu-

Relations at extension 2110.

Change
Yo u r L i f e

and I feel sheepishly humble.

o ff e r e d a c a r r o t s t i c k . H e s u r e

After enough of those chok

didn't want it! After all, he
had asked for a cookie. He

ing hazards, I finally decided
that I have to accept His will

had no way of knowing that

as the better resolution.

the carrot stick was better for

him, he just knew that it was

Not that this is an easy
realization—I definitely wish

n ' t w h a t h e h a d a s k e d f o r.

for cookies more than carrot

. Master oi Science in School Psychology'

Cameron. I had asked for a

sticks. Yet, the fulfillment I
find when I surrender my

. Certificate programs available

w o r t h t h e s a c r i fi c e .

and make a difference
with a counseling dei^ee from George Pox VnUvrsiiy
• Master oi Am in Cnuaseling

. Ans m Marriage and Family l lterapy
. Master Am m Sch<H>l CounMing

me, or pout because I didn't
Trusting God means you
get what I had wanted. Then
might not always get what
I started considering my past ■■ you want, but carrot sticks
track record—^getting what I
build strong bones in the
wanted in contrast with liv

ing an exciting, meaningful
life.

How boring would it be if
we always got exactly what

registration table located in the

networking dessert.
Many students are uncer

asked for a cookie and was

proven to be very much

Stevens Center 325 and at the

varying fields of discipline

extremely uncomfortable,

t o t a k e w h a t w a s o ff e r e d t o

Student sign-ups will be at
the Career Services Office,

ment. Panel discussions in

Swallowing my pride

own desires to his will has

rience and find new opportuni
ties in the workforce.

SUB March 7-11. For further
information contact Career
Services at extension 2330,

with alumni informally at the

after those tantrums is often

c o o k i e a n d b e e n o ff e r e d a

know they will gain work expe

tice professional networking as
a primary way to fmd employ

At the time, I'm sure I

carrot stick. It was my choice

uncertain of their final jobs, but

students will be able to chat

own good. Often, a substitute
was presented, as in the case
where my brother Cameron

In many ways, I related to

realize that they can go into

503-554-6166

cotinsdirig.seorgefox.edtt

end.

And, getting what I want

is highly overrated—really,
it's downright boring.

Gi;ohc;i; Fox
^INIVFKSITY

Pebbles is a junior majoring in psychology. In her spare time,
she is also a singer/songwriter and plays the guitar.

The Crescent
Connection

JESSICA TROUT, Editor-in-Chief
ANN DORN, Assistant Editor

DAN BENNETT, Sports Editor
JOHN MIDDLETON, Opinion Editor

CRYSTAL EARNS WORTH, A&E Editor

Manage^i^J-E
. DWARDS,CopyEdo
ti.rBusniess
MELANIE S. mock n

™geunepaxtis"S^^^^^^
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Recycling program under eval

Blessings for the
journey
With Pastor Gre^^ Ijimm

uation, roductien expected

Plant Services monitors presence of trash in bins
ANN PORN

Axsistaiu Editor

Plant Services is evaluating
the student recycling program

said, adding that a lot of recy
clable items are being sent to
landfills because of the prob

recycling program last year,

S

and it has already become

T A R G E T

lem.

recycling effort at GFU in
recent history.

ON

more extensive than any other

Weaver helped to start the

We read

to determine whether to

reduce or end the program.
Clyde Thomas, director of
Plant Services, said it is likely
routinely abused sites will be

FAY

there, here come all the TieFighters behind them.
I'll never forget this one

pilot...there were people fly
ing all around him and rock
ets and missiles were being

about the fam

launched to his left and to his

ily of Mary,

right, and in front of him

Martha and Lazarus three

and behind him. And he was

H o w T O R E C Y C L E AT G F U

t i m e s i n t h e N e w Te s t a m e n t .

ducking, swerving and dodg
ing them all...all the while

eliminated.
The issue that threatens

• Let others know to put trash in appropri

student recycling at GFU is
the use of recycling-only

ate bins

to their home in Bethany. In
this story Martha struggles
with a divided heart, but

dumpsters for trash and non,recyclable items.
"Plant Services has been

sorting out the trash every
week," student Megan Weaver

T h e fi r s t t i m e i s i n L u k e
10:38-42 where Jesus comes

•Use recycling bins only for paper, alu
minum cans, plastic bottles, cardboard, and

other recyclables (NOT GLASS)

phone, "They're coming

instruction, letting Him pre

reply from the Good-Guy
base, "Stay on target. Stay
on target." Then he replies,

pare her with truth for the
hard times ahead. Mary
this time.
The second time we read

about this family is sixmonths later, in John 11, and

THEN WHAT?

this time Lazarus has died

and Mary has been pulled
down to Martha's level of

Thinking abmii a career in
minisiry or coun.seiing?

Get a master's degree at
BETHEL SEMINARY.
SAN DIEGO!
• M.A. in Theological Studies

about them is in the first part
of John 12, just after

The third time we read

Leadership

Lazarus' resurrection. This

time Mary is back at Jesus
feet again - but once again
she is full of faith.

Yes, she was down just a
while earlier. Yes, she had

800.238.4352
6 11 b A r o s a S t r e e t

gotten her eyes off of Jesus
during the hard time of suf
fering and loss she'd just
gone through. But she took
the hand of Jesus, regained
her perspective and stood
back up, even after life had

San Diego.. CA 9211 "S

UKntULCMT'tmiY

BETHEL

www.bethel.edu/seminary/sandiego

SEV1IN.ARY

knocked her down.

Mary was learning to stay
on target, and so can we. In
words that echoed this "at

the feet of Jesus" perspective
Mary had learned to keep,

CHOICE OF;

Cheese,

Pepperoni or

SelfMiZzX*

Don Ho

Paul says in II Corinthians
4:8-9, "We are hard-pressed
on every side, yet not

crushed; we are perplexed,
but not in despair, persecut
ed, but not forsaken; struck

down, but not destroyed."
Remember the end of the

Only $3.50 w/ Student I.D.
1 Slice and 16 oz. fountain

Only $4.99 w/ Student I.D.
2 Slices and 16 oz. fountain

original Star Wars movie?
Classic "good versus evil"
stuff, and good wins when
the Death Star blows up.

C l a i m Yo u r S l i c e .

WILSONVILLE

20661 SW Roy Rogers Rd.

8695 SW Jack Burns Blvd.

<(next to Safeway)

( n e x t t o Ta r g e t / C o s t c o )

503.625.9923

503.582.8210

"But Jesus, there's

"Stay on target. Stay on tar
get." "But God, I thou^t
You said"..."Stay on target.
Stay on target." "But Jesus,
You don't know my room
mate .. .he's seriously the anti
christ!"..."Stay on target.
Stay on target." "But Jesus,
You of all people know my
past...how can You expect
me to stand strong through
this trial? Come on Jesus,
get real!" "Stay on target.
Stay on target."

Mary was standing
strong, then she got knocked
down, and then she got back
up. I can relate to that cycle.
God wanted to teach her,
and us, how to "stay on tar
get." Sometimes we don't
know what God's plan is, but
when we know His character,
we'll know that He won't be

wrong and He won't be late,
because His plan and His

timing are perfect.
Sure, sometimes His plan
cind His timing can be hard
to figure out or even accept,
but they're always perfect...
even when the world is press
ing in on us.
Without a doubt, some
times life doesn't turn out

like we hoped it would,
planned it would, or even
prayed it would. But when

that happens God says, "Stay

But how the Rebel Force

on target. Stay on target."
It's His Word inside of us,

blew it up was really cool to

the revelation and the com

m e .

All those little X-Wing

SHERWOOD

That reminds me of the
Christian life.

how she gets me down."...

up in time to heal Lazzirus.

Ihcrapy (UlkS Accredited)

Stay on target. Stay on tar
get."

Mary is again at Jesus'
feet, but this time she isn't

• Master ol Diviniiy

• M . A . i n Tr a n s l o r m a t l o n a l

"They're coming from the
right" and you hear their
response, "Stay on target.

M a r t h a o v e r t h e r e . Yo u k n o w

ken, hurting, lost and dis
couraged, and struggling
with why Jesus didn't show

• M.A. in Mviriul and Family

from the left" you hear the

faithlessness.

full of faith...now she is bro

• M.A. in <ihns(ian liducailon

His goal was fixed.
As he says into liis micro

Mary sits at the feet of Jesus,
worshiping and receiving

stands strong in faith during

AFTER GRADUATION,

keeping his eyes on the mark
and his focus on the target.

fort of His Holy Spirit, and
the people He has strategical

Fighters flying down into
that tight, narrow, little chan
nel, all of them trying to get

ly placed around us that will
help us do it.

t h e i r fi r e - b o m b s t o s h o o t

group or the hottest fad.

down into that one tiny

It's not the latest self-help
These things will eventually

opening, which would then

let us down. But Jesus will

start a chain-reaction and

never let us down. Never.

blow up the whole Death
Star. And just as they get

IssiieTWr cjpn
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Few historic women for us to study

The dating dilemma

KRIS

()K( ()l'liSI'; Tin-: PHOIiLKAE isxTtiiio women - iTstiie men

Editorial

ANNE-MARIE

KENDALL

Recently, a dilemma has
bounded into the realm of

my consciousness; and gee
whiz, is it important! This
issue pertains to the girls'
position in the dating dilem
What

should

for a girl on the George Fox

campus to ask her sweetie

slender/about-average female between ^gbgious women and women writers,

the ages of 18-22 and definitely want ^ot have a men's studies proI am not saying that people should Simply put, because most other
not be attracted to one another or want ^1^53^3 are based primarily on the

afraid to come forward with

children eventually; however, I think experiences and thoughts of men.
many guys are missing out on what it people would argue that the ulti-

his feelings, or if he doesn't

really like her and is just

means to truly study women.

being nice.
Stupid man monster
wins either way!

pride and never confess her
true feelings may result in
second guesses later, which
would be impossible to for
give.
So, how does a girl coyly
go about letting him know
she is interested in "more

than friends" without being
in his face? Girls and guys
seem to have differing opin
ions on this subject.
As expected, each girl

and guy has different prefer
ences. While I have never
reason

enough to ask a guy out—I
can see the point.
I think the problem, of
course, doesn't lie in us
women. The problem is
the men. A girl shouldn't
live in fear or feel any less
than a precious jewel no
matter the situation.

When, at last, our
special woman has
gotten up to ask
ing up the beau
of

Did you know that most guys on this sociological aspects of gender to the

to have two kids someday? grams?

To have a false sense of

or

her
choice

"Studying women" is not about check
ing out the new girl at the
Underground or cat-calling your girl

Traditionally, a girl's job
is to flirt and get the point

get guy. Coy tactics like this
are what I like to think of as

guy's job. He must take the
secret flirting cues and tran
action.

you feel like your devotion
must be expressed or else life
can't go on, do it. Ask him
out in a way that doesn't
shock or offend.

Maybe something like,
"Ahh, you're sooo funny
(swoon, swoon) I wish we
spent more time together
(stare madly into his eyes)
alone..."
more

arena—^women also know little about
what it means to be women and who

Fernet

the greats are who have gone before

Ye a h

guys, just ask that girl out,
you're safe to assume that
your life won't end no mat
ter what her response.
If you know a guy, and

is

Guys alone are not at fault in this

ov|er

This is in contrast to the

This

forward

than secret flirting, and too
forward for my comfort level
but if you are a go get 'em

them.

"It's so hard to draw

Ever noticed how few of the reli

that line, if the legis
lature con open Its

gious and political leaders, peacemak

own sessions attend

named in school textbooks are

ers, scientists and writers that are

ed by the public withj

women?

a prayer, you soy it

The names range from Jesus to

cannot, in the same i

building, display the i
Te n

Command-

ments."

Ghandi to Shakespeare to Martin
Luther; these men have paved a path
in which we all are intended to follow.

I Why are women missing from this
I

list?

United States Supreme |

Perhaps there are occasional

Court Justice Sandra Day; women mentioned—after all, it would

O'Connor, in arguments, be difficult to deny that women exist—
ABOUT THE TEXAS CASE CHAL

L E N G I N G Te n I

Commandments displays |

but these are either extraordinary cir
cumstances or somehow linked to the
fame of men.

ON GOVERNMENT PROPERTY, !

girl, go for it!
Should a girl ask out a

guy? Maybe. I guess it
depends on the situation.
(The particular girl and guy.)
And in the end... what is the

harm in a cup of coffee?

K a t h e r i n e Vo n B o r a w a s t h e w i f e

of Martin Luther. Mother Teresa was

a kind, compassionate saint. Susanne

Welsey was the mother of amazing
boys. Perpetua was a martyr.
There must be more stories of

women—^where do we hear the per

spective of common homemakers,
gypsies, prostitutes, suffragists and
others?

George Fox University is one of

JOHNNY

Riding the bus of life and death
.TOHN

Sometimes it goes for awhile

that all these stops have exactly

M f D D L E T O N

between stops; sometimes, the

the same label: "Eternity." You

Opinion Editor

stops are close together.
At every stop, the bus driver

shrug and think that maybe it's

says the name or names of each
passenger that gets off at that
stop. Some take their time to

nobody gets off at all, and there
are just new people getting on.

Finally, the bus driver calls
your name. It's your time to get
off. On your way off, you notice
you don't have any luggage.
Yqu carry, well, absolutely
nothing. It's just you.
Confused, you look back at the
bus driver as you step off. Right
then everything clicks.

Yo u n o t e t h a t t h e s e n e w

The bus driver is God. He's

people are just that: new.

been with you this entire time.
You see, reader, death is not

1 : ^
Death. By this time in your
life, you've very likely been per

sonally affected by it. The pain,
the loss, the sometimes-obliga

tory mourning time - it's all
part of it. It's something we
can't escape; if you haven't
been affected by it, you will;

and frankly, if it hasn't hap
pened to you yet, it will.
Let me give you an analogy.
Say we, as in all living people,
are riding on a bus. Each one of
us is riding down a road.
Along this road, there are
many various stops. As a pas
senger, you can't really tell

where the bus will stop.

for women, but to include

throughout history.

"secret flirting."

into

gram

It is interesting to consider how lit
tle people know about women who
have shaped and changed lives

across that she likes the tar

sition

mate goal is not to have a separate pro-

friend fr^om across the quad.

HERE'S

B

Generally, these majors/minors
involve smdying anything from the

and alas, he says no.
Two: or, he says yes yet
she is unsure if he is just

watching the love of her life
go on without her!

nerve

a website called match.com.

women studies program.

website are looking to date a biology of women, women in theatre,

out, but it beats the dismal
alternative of sitting by and

found

competitors without any sort of

rejection feeling like she has
to go out on a limb and beg
some guy to just grab a cup

women do when courting

It seems a little forward

perusing

One: she is left with a

we

a n d , m o r e i m p o r t a n t l y,
should girls ask guys out?

KIELAM

I have spent some time lately

bilities could occur:

Editorial

ma.

to hang out, two poor possi

,S T.MK ..H TMK VCK KS
.,K WOM.OX ,'X. "'AU™ rs
the few schools among its Northwest

get olf; others go rather quickly,
with no time for a goodbye.
Sometimes people get on at
these stops. At some stops,

Yo u ' v e n e v e r s e e n t h e m b e f o r e .

the name of the bus company.

In time, though, they become
familiar to you. Those people
that get off - you never see
them again.

something that should be feared

Oddly, you have no idea

Earth leading in to eternity.

where you'll get off or how

Everybody's destination is eter

long your trip vrill be.

nity; where in eternity is only

After awhile, you realize

Photo courtesy of: http;//www.request.

org .uk/main/history/teresa/teresaO 1 .htm
MOTHER TERESA: One of the few

historical women we have to study

women throughout all class material.
Either way, it becomes clear that
women and men should both be
included in our courses somehow.
Let us consider how to look into

the depths and layers of history that
have been overlooked. It is time for the

voices of women to challenge our
thoughts and preconceived notions
regarding traditional values and roles.
The best way to study a woman is
not to judge her by her looks, but

rather to listen to her story.

As Christians, though, we
know that heaven is otir final

destination. So why do we fret?
For me, death is almost some

thing to look forward to! To be

in heaven with my maker? Yes,

I wil take that - and I wiU grab
onto it with white knuckles.

In my analogy, the bus is

What we do in our life is our

choice. The road is simply the
progression of our life.

The other passengers are

Aose close to us; famhy and
friends, mostly. They have their

own individual stops
that is, they die at in life;

differing

or looked upon with apprehen

times.

sion. To everyone, death is

because weo
l se that compan

merely a door from our life on

known by the individual.

We can be sad at the loss

be someone young, like a new
child, or someone older, such as
someone you meet at your job.

But just like any other human
being, they have to die some
where also.

Sometimes passengers get
off rather quickly - such is the
case with a sudden death.

Those are the hardest, because
it is so unexpected.
But you must always
remember that God is the one

calling out the names. He's the

one that let those passengers on

in the first place. Remember, it's
bis bus.

We don't know when our
stop will be, and neither does
anyone else. We do know that

ionship. However, the bus must

Dod is in control. He's got it all

Sometimes new people
come into our lives. They can

As Christians, death is the door-

keep on moving.

planned out. We needn't worry.
When we are beckoned, we

simply walk through it.
Issue 3 Vo
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OPINION

From the Pen of the President
there are risks involved in
M A T T H E W

ASC
President

" I t ' s Yo u r L i f e W e e k "

ADAM

G R AY

hand in the creation of this

and dehumanize anyone not
like ourselves. Fortunately

week. I am also grateful for

Christ does not call us to cat

the accommodations made

and initiative taken by Gregg

egories, answers or medioc
rity. Christ calls us to loving

Lamm, Brad Lau, Residence

obedience in the midst of dif

Life and the rest of Student

ficult questions.

vide a way to transformation.

University, from its beginning,
has been to demonstrate the

struggle with pornography, and I

meaning of Jesus Christ by offer

ing a caring educational commu

believe having a system in place
to combat porn is a good idea.

problem.
If you desire to train a dog to

nity in which each individual
may achieve the highest intellec

Pornography is a significant issue
on campus and cannot be

tual and personal growth" (An

ignored.
We should not impetuously
remove iPrism, but a better sys
tem must be put in place. A sys
tem is needed that places an

Editorial

"The mission of George Fox

excerpt from the GFU mission
statement).
A gardener desires to extermi
nate the population of weeds in
his garden. It is well known that
a layer of bark can be an effective
tool against the guile of weeds,
and in his alacrity the gardener
quickly covers the ground with a
thick layer of bark.
However, underneath there is
left an army of weeds straining to
breach the obstructive bark.

Unbeknownst to the gardener's
eye, the weeds are not vanquished
but merely finding a path around
the bark; they are not gone, mere

emphasis on accountability rather
than unmitigated obstruction.
Clearly, iPrism is not ade
quately effective. I have experi
enced the frustration of having
innocuous sites blocked by iPrism
and found multiple ways around
it by the second week of school. I
never used them to access pom,
but they are there and are not dif
ficult to accomplish.
We should not remove iPrism
because it blocks a few sites that

ly invisible to the casual observer.
To eradicate the problem, the

we need, but neither should we

gardener must go through the

process of pulling the individual

better than nothing. What is the
ultimate goal of implementing a

weeds. A blanket covering of

fi l t e r ?

blindly keep it simply because it is

If the answer is purely to

bark, while hindering grovrth and
halting the problem for a time,
will only serve to be a cursory

block access to lewd content, then

solution.

overzealously). However, the fil

When a popular web log was
blocked by internet filtering soft
ware (iPrism) not long ago, the
result was a sudden amplification
of an issue that has been lingering
beneath the surface for months.

Some people demanded the
removal of iPrism, calling it noth

ing more than a useless crutch.
Others expressed a concern
for the spiritual well-being of the
campus and contended that,
while not perfect, iPrism was an
effective tool against pornogra

phy and should stay.

iPrism is doing its job (if a bit
ter should not be in place only to
keep "accidents" from happening
(a rare occasion, but a reality
nonetheless) or to obviate tempta
tion.

Changing lives and liberating
students from the clutches of

pornography is the greatest pur
pose for monitoring internet con
tent. Everything else, although
important, is inconsequential
unless redemption is achievable.

Instead of providing a stan
chion and nothing more, the
GFU administration should pro

letters@fox

major
"Christian"

question of
today, the fact
of the matter

FEMINISM ARTICLE OFF

I was perturbed and embar
rassed to read David Harrison's

editorial in the last Crescent.
Unlike he claims, feminism is

NOT "the major question of
our generation" - it was a major
question of our parents' time.
Lest one claim that it is the

March^t

is that many denominations

struggled with, prayed for,
agreed about and even split over
women's rights issues as early as
the 19,70's.
To claim it is the question of
today is to be naive about histo
ry and American culture, as is a

statement such as "I am not pri
marily concerned with women

never seen such a powerful

display of obedience, honesty
and integrity.
Merely blocking access will only •
This, however, is not
make obtaining pornography " I t ' s Yo u r L i f e W e e k . " T h i s
more difficult, not fix the inherent is simply another week of life

blindly
entirely
stake. I
a past

"stay" you do not take away its
ability to leave, but rather pro
duce in it a greater desire to stay.
The ability to leave coupled with
the consequences of leaving is the
most effective way for the dog to
leam. It must go through a trans
formation; no amount of leashes
will teach it to stay.
It is the same with pornogra
phy, as with any other sin. Unless
the choice to stop viewing
pomography is made by the indi
vidual, abstaining while under
the watch of iPrism will not be
absolute.

If the administration truly

desires the greatest personal
growth for the students, a system
must be implemented which
places an emphasis on
bility and personal
Instead of a layer of
weeds must be pulled

accounta
contact.
bark, the
from the

roots.

The filter may prevent acci
dental viewings, it may compli
cate obtaining porn and it may
even help some people in their

battle against pornography.
There is, however, a higher
calling to which our university
administration should adhere: to

help addicted people overcome
and grow to be focused on Christ.
Such should be the ultimate goal
of monitoring internet traffic, and
iPrism is not copasetic with that

and I fear it will look like

The second fector is the

presence of challenging ques
tions. At this point we must
make a distinction. Many

difficult questions were raised
during "It's Your Life Week."
However, difficult ques

tions are not challenging until
they become personal.
Difficult questions make us

every other week. If this is
the case, two factore may be
at work: the presence of sim

uncomfortable for a moment.

ple answers and the absence
shall devote the rest of my

peers and our God.
I am not espousing that
we should walk through our

700 word limit to these fac-

houses and dorms demand

tois and their implications.
On Wednesday evening

ing confessions. I am espous
ing that we should be honest.
We should ask challenging

of challenging questions. I

o f " I t ' s Yo u r L i f e W e e k "

ASC hosted a student-only
forum in the Foxhole.

Challenging questions force
us to give account before our

questions and be ready to
^ve an answertir, better yet.

During the evening die sub
ject of alcohol was raised.

we should be the first to con

The manner in which it was

lives. In either case, ffie resuh

approached illustrated our
propensity for simple

will be a powerfiil work of

answers.

On multiple occasions an
implied distinction was made

fess what reposes within our

redemption and the begin
nings of freedom.
One finai thought.
Perhaps our desire for simple

between "Christians" and

answers and our fear of chal

"those who drink." This is

lenging questions are both
tlie result of pride. When I

not a net^sary distinction.
When the reasoning behind
student consumption was

specifically of the tendency of

questioned, similar general

our yet-to-be redeemed self to

say pride I am faking very

izations were made. The

cover its own shame and

conversation very quickly
broke down to "are they
rebellious?" or "are they trou

•fight tooth and nail for a posi
tion one notch higher in this

world. This pride adores

bled drinkers?"

simple answers because they

In contrast, no one ever
made an implied distinction

allow us to know for certain

between "Chrisdans" and

know about another person.

and, more importantly, to

"those who look at pomogra

This pride is and has

phy." Perhaps tills is due to
the relative level of experi
ence within the student body.
As a community we are weE-'

always been the enemy of
every redemptive work. It
recoils at the thought of a

purpose.

acquainted with pomogra-

This is the first of a two part
series on the iPrism filter here at

phy.
Yet, as a community,
many of us have little experi

George Fox University.

ple answers.
These simple answers
enable us to make assump
tions. Our assumptions

allow us to create categories

their experiences. I have

However, either view
follows an extreme and
misses the major issue at
will be the first to admit

involved in reaching for sim

proud to say that ASC had a

of the students who shared

M E I I K LY H l . ( ) ( K l N ( i A ( ( K S S \ V I I J . . J U S T M A K E I T M O H E D I F E K T I . T, N C X P F I X F K O I i L E M

believe there are risks

was a rousing success. lam

Life. Finally, I stand in awe

iPrism not enough to heal the pom problem

alcohol consumption. I also

ential or relational knowledge
of alcohol consumption or

challenging question. For its
sake we have fashioned every
excuse from "waiting for the

right time" to the fear of our
own exposure.

Fortunately, this pride is a

the social dynamics with

farce. A false identity based
on a diet of painful lies, the

which it is associated. It

antidote for which is found in

or blacks or who ought to have

should be said that my juxta

the presence and knowledge

power or who shouldn't, or any

posing of alcohol and
pornography is unfortunate:
alcohol consumption is not

of Christ. In the presence of
our redeemer every lie loses

of those details."

Women's rights. Civil Rights,
and human rights are issues that
will never be dead, to be sure,
and that is not what I am claim

ing.
But they are alive only as
long as we are willing to con
front and change "the details."

necessarily a sin whQe I can
not fathom any justifiable
viewing of pornography.
This is ah to say that the

through complicated topics.
In the presence of Christ the
confession of our own sins

issues disaissed during "It's
Your Life Week" are by no

and the loving challenge oT

means simple. As a commu

place.

nity and as individuals, we do
"John C. Davis, Senior

power: we can live without
simple answers and walk

others becomes common

In the presence of Christ,

not have the answers. I do

a week like "It's Your Life

appreciate learning and living
on a "dry" campus. I believe

Week" is the just the begin
ning.
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2005
George
some pop

The loss of pitcher Scott
Hyde, who went to the New
York Mets in the 7th round
after his junior year, creates

opportunities for the Bruins'
returning pitchers and newcom

ers. Hyde (14-1, 1.99, 191 K's)

above-average

RHP Derrick Jones (Jr., Forest

„er," says Bailey of

Grove, Ore./Forest Grove HS -

7-0, 1.89, 32 K's, 5 saves), who

Downs.

fielder. "We just need to use
him wisely throughout the sea
son," said Bailey, "so he doesn't

ling

Greg Dombek (-^4/

10-42), the league
leader in home runs

was NWC Player of the Year,' have a sore arm like he did last

year that kept us from using

Year, and World Series MVP,
leading the nation in wins and

him on the mound in the World

strikeouts. His 191 K's was the

second-highest single-season

AU-NWC choice. The

all-time.

Tye Tinner (Jr., Portland,

guys did, but this year's staff, reserves may not see a lot of
while young, is deep and pretty a c t i o n t h i s s e a s o n . P e t e r s o n
(.434-4-58) was First Team AUgood," says Bailey.
Southpaw Brandon Rupp NWC, All-Region, and All(Jr., Beaverton,Ore./Southridge America while leading the
HS), a junior transfer from Mt. league in batting and RBI and
Hood Community College, has setting a new George Fox
the most college experience record for hits in a season (82).
among the newcomers and is Braniff (.342-1-45) and Tinner
expected to take over the No. 1 (.331-2-28) were Second Team
role. "He is the hardest-throw

All-NWC, while Wentzell

ing lefty I've ever coached, in
the 83-87 mph range, and has a
good breaking ball and changeup," noted Bailey.

(.302-6-32) was honorable men
tion as the DH.

Center and right field are
s e t w i t h fl e e t - f o o t e d D r e w

RHP Daniel Grierson (Fr.,

Johnson (So., New Plymouth,

Portland, Ore./Parkrose HS),
the probable No. 2, "is similar
to Hyde as a fteshman; he's not
quite as big, but has tremendous
poise and maturity," comment
ed Bailey. "He'll throw in the
83-86 range, and he under

Idaho/New Plymouth HS -

.348-0-8), a Second Team AllNWC selection, patrolling cen
ter, and Jones (.300-4-20) in
right. Johnson was second in

25-26- Willamette

doubles.

"Everyone asks
me if we're under a
lot of pressure to

repeat," remarked

Bailey, who enters the

BRIAN RURIK

TWICEYVOULD BE NICE: The George

season with a 262-120

Fox Bruins have started on their journey to

record in nine sea
sons at George Fox.
"But I tell them
there's no pressure at
all. Winning the

repeat as national champions. Freshman
Daniel Grierson will make a difference in
the pitching rotation

World Series was certainly
presence after the graduation of exciting, a highlight of my
Stephen Donahue (.354-0-32), a career, and there are still some
Second Team AU-NWC pick days I shake my head in amaze
L e f t fi e l d w i l l h a v e a n e w

who led the league in runs (52)
and steals (21). The leading
candidate for the position is
returnee Evan Hagen (So.,

stands 'how' to pitch. He was

21-1 in high school and Legion

a home run in the champi

Wash./Bellevue Christian HS -

of the God-given talents of the
players we have now. Do we

ball last year."

onship game vs. Eastern

.400-0-5) will be ready at a

want

moment's notice. "He's got

They aren't necessarily the

Connecticut.

13- @ Concordia
16-17- @ Pacific
19- @ St. Martin's
23-24- Pacific
May

1-3- @ Chapman
6-8- Cal State-

Hayward

where our focus should be.

20, while Jones is toughest in
the big games; he was 4-5 with

The closer's role is set with

April
2-3- @ Lewis & Clark
9-10- Puget Sound

ment that we won it, but it's all
a matter of 'last year' vs. 'this
year.' The past is done, a new
season is coming, and that's

Olympia, Wash./Tumwater
HS), who showed marked
improvement in the fall. Daniel
Downs (So., Kirkland,

the NWC- in stolen bases with

9- Western Baptist

switch-hitter who set

records for hits and

Wentzell at first. Bruin infield

5-6- @ Linfield

(Pj. ^ Dallas,
Ore'./Dallas HS), a
his high school team's

Ore./Grant HS) at third, and

March

12-13- Whitworth
15- @ Concordia
19-20- @ Whitman
22- @ Western Baptist

best shot at replacing
him is Ryan Fobert

With an All-Conference
infield of Peterson at short,

395 career strikeouts rank third

"I don't expect this year's
starters to duplicate what those

and a Second Team

Series."

C.R. Braniff (Jr., Hillsboro,
Ore./Century HS) at second,

total in D-Ill history, and his

Schedule

Gone after a ster

is also the team's regular right

Co-National Pitcher of the

2005 George
Fox Baseball

"We have a responsibility
as coaches to get the most out

excellence

or

success?

same thing. I believe that if we
challenge our players to work
their hardest and to be the very

best they can be, the scoreboard
will take care of itself."

GFU Softball seeks to improve on last season ;
Softball team is excited about

Conference-worst 4-32 record.
This season, expect the

the prospects of a new season,

women of GFU softball to

saw the ladies post a Northwest

up and ready to compete.

The George Fox University

especially following a year tfiat come out to every game fired

The Bruins welcome a new

about showing other schools

head coach, a host of freshmen

the Bruins' potential.
"We are looking forward to

2005 George

improving how aggressively we

Fox Softdall

and several key players from
last year's team. Overall, the
team is loaded with youth,

composed of seven fresh
men, seven sophomores,

two juniors and one senior.

teams in the Northwest

sons as an assistant coach
for the Bruins. This is

is catcher Kim Coleman.
Coleman said a team effort is

Vergets' first head coaching

critical to establishing success

position.
Anchoring the pitching
staff are sophomores

as the season rolls on.

Plumb, plus junior Lacey

"We can accomplish a lot
as individuals, but we can
accomplish so much more as a
team," Coleman said. "We are

noise in the NWC.

and help everyone."

schools in our league that
George Fox is a tough team
to beat," Roberts said. "In
order to do this we all need

to play up to our ability and
h a v e c o n fi d e n c e i n o u r
selves."

double-header with the Portland-based college

Among the seven freshmen

only as good as our weakest

there and show other

A NEW IMAGE: The GFU softball team is looking to make the leap
from last place team in the Northwest Conference to title contender.
Here, sophomore Michelle Roberts winds up to pitch in an early season
game against Concordia. Roberts picked up the win as the Bruins split a

Conference."

Wade. Roberts is confident
that the team will make

"I am excited to go out

BOYLE

heart-wise with all of the top

M a r k Ve r g e t s t a k e s
over the head coaching
duties following two sea

Michelle Roberts and Katie

M O L LY

play the game," Guillory said.
"If this happens, we will defi
nitely be up there skill-wise and

Depth in the infield
will give the Bruins several

lineups, each being as capa
ble as the one before it.

Sophomore shortstop
Larae Guillory is excited

player, so we must challenge
One thing that this year's
team has going for it is the unity
among such a young group of
w o m e n .

"We are like one big happy

family, Coleman said "Each
prl
brinteam,
gs a uni
personal
ity
to the
whiqcue
h hel
ps make
playing softball so much fimi"
Regardless of the number

Schedule
March

5- @ Pacific Lutheran

6- @ Puget Sound
1 2 - L i n fi e l d
13- Willamette
18-21- Sunwest Park
To u r n a m e n t
25-26- @ Whitworth

April
2- @ Linfield
3- @ Willamette
9- @ Lewis & Clark
10- Lewis & Clark
16- Pacific Lutheran

17- Puget Sound
23- Pacific
24- Pacific

of wins at the end of the year
this year's softball team should

be fon to watch and wil give a

Sir-"" '■»
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tennis teams bodes well for future
bv HpIh women's tennis teams, led
matchp will enter most of the

Tennis

teamc "^ -11 underdogs. Many
inexn
the teams.
Bruins as two young and
inexpenenced

Schednle

anH welcome a large group of freshmen
rphit- ^^^"sfer student to support the only

March

5- @ Whitworth

12- Pacific(10 am)
12- @ Lewis & Clark
(2:30 pm)
April
2- Pacific Lutheran
7- Willamette

8- Green River CC
10- @ Linfield
15-16- NWC
To u r n a m e n t

F E AT U R E
2005 George
Fok Men's
Te n n i s

_ ning player, sophomore Kyle Pearson. The

Schednle

in vIS^ot^i
off thei
r most
successful
season
ory,ng
return
more
experience
but also
add a
large group of freshman to the mix.

March

Wer'e realy young, so there are a lot of things

5- Whitman (9:00

we need to work on," Pearson says. "If we can
nght some of the wrongs we make early in the sea
son, I think it wil be a successful year."
Pearson is the only returning letter-winner for

am)
5- Whitworth (3:00

transfer student from the University of Redlands,

am)

pm)
12- @ Pacific (10:00

e mens team. Sophomore Tyson Hunter, a

joins the team as a key addition. Five freshmen,

12- Lewis & Clark

e by Mac Ovenell, give the Bruins a host of new

(2:30 pm)

faces this season.

The women return four players and add a host
of freshmen as well. The lone junior on the team

is Lara Rogers, who is supported by sophomores
Courtney Ngai, Jenny Pink and Valerie Ring.

Ring acknowledges the team's inexperience but
said success is within reach.

BRIAN RURIK
VETERAN TRANSFERS: GFU tennis has a load

of transfer students this season, including Chris
Fogg, who attended Oregon State last year

April
2- @ Paget Sound
(10:00 am)
2 - @ P a c i fi c

Lutheran (2:00 pm)

The measure of our success will not be in the

number of wins but in the improvement and
growth of our team as a whole," the sophomore
said. "Although a few wins would be great too!"

8- Green River CC

(9:00 am)
8- Willamette (3:30

Freshman Knsti Parsons echoed Ring's state
ment, saying success does not always mean wins.
"Obviously we want to win, but being success

pm)
1 0 - L i n fi e l d

ful doesnt always mean winning," Parsons said. "We want to become stronger and

15-16- NWC

smarter players so that next year we are even better."

To u r n a m e n t

Ngai says that the she likes the atmosphere playing at a Christian college.
It doesn't feel like anyone is trying to take anyone else down, or push someone
out of their spot," Ngai said. "My doubles partner and I pray before every match we
play, and I wouldn't be able to do that if I played at a secular school."
BRIAN RURIK
Y O U T H M O V E M E N T: M a c O v e n e l l i s o n e

Dan Bennett, Charity Edwards and the George Fox

of five freshmen on the men's roster, giving

University News Service contributed to the feature pages

build the future of the program

the Bruins a solid foundation on which to

Track and Field team 'training hard' for 2005
Track and Field Head Coach Wes Cook

2005 George
Fox Track and
Field Schednle
March

5- Willamette 6-Way
12- NWC South

18- Willamette Spring
Break Meet

19- Cal Poly
Invitational

25- Paget Sound

is optimistic about this year's team. He said
he hopes the returning and new talent will

place them in at least the top half of the con
ference.

"We have considerable talent if we can

get healthy and stay that way," said Cook.
"Matt Burg, Grant Finney, Travis Laloli and
Jeff Friesen all were 'on the shelf last spring
and will hopefully return to top form this sea
son."

Even though this is the smallest. Track
and Field team since 1989, it has some out

standing returnees from the 2004 nationals
meet.

The national champion javelm-thrower.

Matt Gassaway, is returning with national
decathlon qualifiers Josh Priester and Ben

Dillow Seth Harris and Brad Bates both
April
2- Willamette
Invitational
9- Bruin Bash

16- Pre-NWC Tune-

Up
22-23- NWC

Championships

competed in the 4 x 400 meters relay team,
and Harris ran the 400-meter hurdles.
Michelle Forbes is the only woman from the
team who went to nationals, and she is the

MICHELLE FORBES: The only female athlete to go to nationals, she retums this season

only

along with Seth Harris, Josh Priester and Ben Dillow and freshman athletes

woman

returnee.

^

.

"We have a crew of dedicated and talent

COURTESY GEORGE FOX UNIVERSITY WEB SITE

ed f„repQrbes
shman, sai
asdw
eU asteam
a cohas
re grobeen
up oftrlai
ea
. "The
ndin-g hard, and we should have a great season."
Seniors returning for their last year of track and field are Doug Beatty and Andrew Paine.

Th nlv two newcomers for the men's team are David Mathiang and Brian See, but the women's team is full of freshman: Anna

" ( tional qualifier in cross country this year), Bethany Adams, Rachel Giffey-Brohaugh, Terah Laack, Katie Alaimo, Whitney

I *"danMwomen'
esilsa Masreteams
k-Farsi. S
ophoplace
moresemphasis
Leg
i hann F
sichtheir
er anspiritual
d Jessciaperformance.
Beach compe
lCook
te thesaid,
team."We have a weekly 'Care and
Kolb
also
on
' ^ ■ and a daily prayer time." On Mondays and Fridays, team meetings include team prayer times and athlete-led devotionals.

^^'^^ur?*U
l he new tae
l nt on the womens' team. Cook sad
i he expects them tou
j mp way up from theri seventh pa
l cea
l st year.
Cook's 44th year coaching Track and Field, and his 18th year at George Fox University.
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A & E

Portland international

Film Festival enpumn^es

diverse
ASHLEY

S TA L L M A N

Stajf Writer

entertainment

ty to a city overflowing with
creativity can experience the
beauty of the international film.

Although the theaters in
dose proximity to campus sup

S T. PAT S
S TAT S A N D FA C T S

Ireland's lucky magical num
ber:
3

Number of leaves on a typical
shamrock:
3

An annual festival held

l o c a l l y,

the

Portland

media arts organization found
ed to encourage the study,

appreciation and utilization of

the moving image arts, foster
their artistic and professional

ply George Fox students with a
wide range of up-to-date movie

International Film Festival

excellence and help create a cli

hosts over 75 films from all over

mate in which they can flour

options, there is always an
underlying sense of curiosity
for foreign films. Only on spo

the world. This year, film lovers
from all around the greater

ish."

radic occasions do international

forces firom Feb. 11-26 to appre
ciate the diverse artistry of cin

films come to the average movie
theater, and even then the
choices are slim.

Fortunately, once a year the
people who are privileged

enough to live in close proximi

Portland area collaborated

ematography.
Put on by the Northwest

Film Center, a branch within
the Portland Art Museum, the
film festival "...is a regional

Greatly respected and
anticipated, this year's 28th
consecutive festival was an opti

mal success. The dedicated
staff working behind the scenes
never fails to bring in the best
films from a wide range of
countries. This year, 12 films

were premiered from the Oscar

nominations for Best Foreign
Film and 16 debut films were
shown from the New Director's
Showcase.

This year George Fox
made an impressive effort to
advertise the event and encour
age attendance. With tickets
sold for only $8 a show, one
could experience "Somersault"

from Australia, "In your
Hands" from Denmark or

"Nobody Knows" fi-om Japan.
Other countries represented

include Chile, Great Britain,
Israel, Iran, France, the United

States and Hong Kong.

Average height of a lep
rechaun, in feet:
2

Number of official leprechaun
clubs:

Oscar night proves tame affair
ELIZABETH

RODMAN

Stajf Writer

prisingly, "Million Dollar

accompanying video footage of

B a b y " a n d " T h e A v i a t o r. "
Morgan Freeman, one of the

filmmakers who had passed

four African-American stars

Chris Rock, host of the

77th Armual Academy Awards
- this year dedicated to the men
and women of the Armed

nominated, took Best Actor in a
Supporting Role for "Million
Dollar Baby." Hillary Swank
and Clint Eastwood, with
A l b e r t S . R u d d y a n d To m

Fay Wray, Peter Ustinov, Janet
Leigh, Jerry Orbach and
Marlon Brando) and Jamie
Foxx who, in his acceptance

Rosenburg, followed suit, tak

Leading Role in "Ray," paid
homage to Charles Ray.

18

Services - did an amazingly...
tame job, using crass language
only two times the entire night.
He kept the crowd enter

Eastwood also took home a

Year St. Patrick died:

tained when Hollywood stars

little golden man for Best

Year St. Patty's Day customs

weren't announcing the winners
or giving performances, three of

Director, beating out Martin

were brought to America:

which were performed by

A.D.1737

However, "The Aviator"

Beyonce. The night also includ
ed special awards, tributes and

Thickness of Blarney Castle
walls, in feet:

A.D. 461

Number of years New York
has celebrated St. Patrick's

one very entertaining computer

away this year (those remem
bered included Ronald Reagan,

ing Best Actress in a Leading
Role and Best Picture.

Scorsese for "The Aviator."

was far from being shunned,
winning a total of five awards.
These included Best Actress in

speech for Best Actor in a

throughout the night. The first
Spanish song ever to be nomi
nated, Jorge Drexler's "A1 Otro
Lado

Del

Rio"

from

"The

daughter who accompanied his

home the Oscar, beating out

to the Oscars and was quoted as

songs from "Phantom of the
Opera," "The Chorus," "Shrek

saying, "If you don't win this

[the Best Actor Award] dad,
you're still good."
One memorable moment

was when Martin Scorsese pre
sented the Academy's Jean

Pierce Brosnan and Edna "E"

Number of spectators each

Mode, of. "The Incredibles"

year:

fame. This last presentation

1,000,000+

broke up the almost coma-

Another was when A1 Pacino

Population of New York City

Powell).

inducing effects of over-all lack

in March 2003:

luster acceptance speeches.
The two films bringing in

The most touching
moments of the night included
a tribute to Johnny Carson, YoYo Ma playing a requiem

presented the night's other hon
orary Oscar to Sidney Lumet

the most awards were, not sur

This year's Oscars had sev

eral interesting highlights

Motorcycle Diaries," took

243

8,115,135

Pawnbroker," "A Long Day's
Journey into Night,"
"Network," "Serpico" and
"Dog Day Afternoon."

Foxx also recognized his

a Supporting Role (Cate
Blanchett), Cinematography
(Robert Richardson) and
Costume Design (Sandy

Day with a parade:

generated interaction between

include "12 Angry Men," "The

Hersholt Humanitarian Award

to Roger Mayer, president of
Turner Entertainment Co., for
his work in preservation.

for directing for nearly 50 years,
with astonishing credits that

2" and "The Polar Express,"
three of which were performed
by Beyonce.
Eight actors/actresses

depicting real people were nom
inated this year, three of whom
won in their category. There
was also a video of the three

top Oscar acceptance speeches
in the past, voted for on
http;//www.oscar.com before
the show began. The winners
were: third place, Roberto
Benigni for "Life is Beautiful";
second place, Halle Barry for
"Monster's Ball"; and first
p l a c e , To m

Hanks

for

"Philadelphia."
. The Oscars started with the

Number of U.S. cities that cel

award for Art Direction (Dante
Ferretti) and ended with the

ebrate St. Patrick's Day by
allcmpting to color a river

Oscar for Best Picture.

green:

In between, there were pre
senters ranging from legends
Jeremy Irons and Dustin

Number of those cities that is

not Chicago:
0

Hoffman with Barbara

Amount of food coloring, in
pounds, it takes to keep the

Streisand, presenting for Short
Film Live Action (Andrea
Arnold, "WASP") and Best
Picture respectively, to up and

water green for a few hours:
40

Number of potatoes it takes to
make a "clover prints" stamp,

coming stars Leonardo
Dicaprio and Orlando Bloom

according to one web site:

with Kate Winslet, presenting
Documentary Feature (Ross
Kauffman and Zana Briski,

molly BOYLE

nyc.gov/htinl/dcp/btml/census/p
opcur.html

thehoUdayspol.com/patrick

ONE CRAYON SHORT OFABOX: Players Presents was held Feb. 25-26 with nearly 30n
pie atending the Saturday performance. Skit.s covered a wide range of topics from Dieces

purely for entertainment value, to skits with a Christian message. The highlight of the nil w

spoofon"TheSoundofMusci."wth
i JefBaderpa
lyn
igMara
i andtheLtof,LPa
lvfs' T'n

p a r t s o f t h e Vo n T r a p p f a m i l y c h i l d r e n l a y e r s a c t i n g t h e

"Born into Brothels") and
Editing (Thelma Schoonmaker,
"The Aviator") respectively.
After the awards, the guests
were sent off to the most deca

dent "cast party" of the year:
the Mayor's Ball, catered by

Wolfgang Puck. This year's
theme was Classic Hollywood.
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up a book
or

number. Adding to this insani

not.

For all you other world
travelers, there is 1 registered
book in Puerto Rico, 299 in

pracuce of leaving a book in a

ting on a

ty is the portion of the
BookCrossing website that lets
book lovers "Go Hunting" for
books that already have identifi
cation numbers; all you have to
do is click on your country,
state and city.

read by others, who then do

p a r k
b e n c h

ed to the United States. This

And if anyone ever finds

likewise."

s

May, for Jrs. Abroad, I will be
going to England, Ireland and

one, remember to leave it in
Newberg for me, please.
Although the search seems
futile much of the time, it is the
near misses that keep me com

What if

?
when
was
fres.hCrossi
man antgSo
uthernIO
regona

t h e i r
poor, soli

University. According to their
website, BookCrossing is "the
public place to be picked up and
This organization is easy to

join. Go to www.bookcrossing.com, set up an account and
begin registering books. Once
you register a book, the site

gives you a BCID number that

allows BookCrossing to keep

tary book
is left sit

o

m

e

BookCrossing is not limit

-

where in
the rain?

Wales. There have been 66

Or, what
if no one

books dropped in Ireland, and

ever finds

w o u l d b e e c s t a t i c t o fi n d a b o o k

2,854 in the United Kingdom. I

it? These,
and other

track of individual books as
people discover them and enter p r e v e n t
the number on the website. p e o p l e
like . me

can follow the book as it makes
its journey across the United

f

States or the world.

Sadly, the founder of

BookCrossing, Ron Hombaker,
says that only 10 to 15 percent
of books released are picked up
and then logged onto the web

site. This is a fairly small per
centage for people who aren't
sure whether they want to give

r

o
h

w i l l fi n d o n e o f t h e s e b o o k s .

Baked, Toasted, & Cold Subs

Nachos * Soups * Salads * Individual Pizzas

of
the

PICTURE COURTESY OF:

= Pogy's

http://www.olejarz.eom/art/london2003/images/
MAYBE IT'S HERE: BookCrossing offers world trav
elers who also love literature the unique opportunity to
search out books almost anywhere

Subs

wild.

What I would really like,
however, is to find one of the
books. Every time I see a book

And as for her new book? It

is 350 pages of everything any
one could ever want to know

lately. Since the beginning of
2005,she has released a new

a b o u t To r i A m o s . W r i t t e n a s a

Beekeepers" and co-authored a

biography, Amos tells her story
in a different way. She uses*her
own voice, her friends' voices

book with - Ann Powers called

and fellow muricians' voices to

"Tori Amos: Piece by Piece: A
Portrait of the Artist: Her

outline her life and career.

entitled

"The"

Thoughts, Her Conversatioris."
"The Beekeepers," Tori
Amos' ninth album, is not strict

ly biographical, but in some

Using mythological references
for many of her tide headings,
Amos approaches the story of
her life from an atypical biogra

with her songs. Amos explains,

phical stance. She does move
chronologically, and her stylistic
methodology is unique* to the

"If I didn't relate to it in some

point of annoyance.

instances her life does connect

way, I wouldn't be able to sing it.
It is, however, very much about
these times, and about the strug

gle to find a bedrock of truth

beneath the tangle of lies,
mythology, casual assumptions

book.

The Best in Newberg

Tori Amos has been busy

album

nity to hunt for one registered

/ w u a i i i i B i i B k i i i u i i V N

Amos."

Staff Writer

country you travel to, you are
almost guaranteed the opportu

Ireland or in a giant cathedral

on a park bench or in a coffee

Free soda up to 32oz
with the purchase of any half or full sub.
Fox students only

shop, I flip through it, looking
frantically for an identification

Amos releases beek. CD
ANGIE GILL

in

.e

my books
into

4

lying around on the moors of

m

courage
to release
one

and

ing back. Someday, sometime,
when I least expect it, I know I

fi n d i n g
t

Zealand

in London.

reasons,

With the BCID number, you

New

Lichtenstein. No matter what

different light. Essentially, we're
all trying to express our views,
and Amos merely has a wider
outlet than most people.

www.pogys.com *503-538-1000
2855 East Hayes Street
Behind the Travel Lodge Motel

Deliveries or Call-in Orders

V. Seating

Outside - Great Atmosphere

\.\.\()(IN(:IN(; A (;RAl)liA1'I()N SERVICES EVENT

GET SQUARED AWAY

As- Amos explains impor

tant aspects of her life, like her
development into a feminist, she
steps into fairly interesting reli
gious territory. Although it is
d i f fi c u l t t o a s c e r t a i n w h a t e x a c t

and political manipulation that ly she means, Amos says she
have formed the cultural land

scape of the U.S.A today."
Like the general opinions of
Amos, the reviews of "The

Beekeepers" are largely mixed. I
agree with Rolling Stone s Barry
Walters who commented,

believes "the Magdalene was a
sacred and important piece to
the emancipation of Christian
women." Amos, who was raised
in the Christian church, has very

concrete ideas about Christianity
and how it treats and views

"many of these underwritten,

women. Not all her ideas are

Amos could, have composed

the reader a chance to explore
his or her own beliefs. Amos

underproduced tunes sound as if
them in the supermarket express

lane." . J ^ave
never understood Tori Amoss

biblically based, but they offer

raises questions about women's
roles in the Bible that may be

appeal, but with nine albums to

unique to many Christians.

her, right? Her music sounds

describe her life helped me to
understand her better. Perhaps

her credit, someone has to like

The words Amos uses to

like a mess of lyrical emotions this is because I have always

fighting with the actual music
Her latest album is not on

related to words better than
music. I still do not like her
music, but her views on religion

Weekly said,-The Beekeep^

and her explanation of her
development as a woman and
musician made me see her in a

would choose to listen to fo
mere pleasure. Entertainmen
the Tori Amos album for those

normally freaked out by Ton

Take care of all your
graduation needs at once.
Jostens will be on campus to take your order for
graduation announcements, diploma frames
and George Fox class ring on

Thursday, March 3 and Friday, March 4
in the Heacock Commons

10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. o
j StOHS

I M
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From the Cheap Seats

Champions

"Air-ball" chant

appropriate for
George Fox stu

Lady Bruins capture Nortliwesi Conference
crown, will host game in natienai tonrnament
DAN

DAN

BENNETT

Sports Editor

BENNEn^

dent body

Sports Editor
A lot of talk has been

After a three year

that as a Christian institution

floating around campus

we should halt cheers that tear

absence, the George Fox
University Lady Bruins have
returned to the top of the

regarding the role of the
sports fan at a Christian uni

opponents of the "Air-ball"

Northwest Conference.

the successes of both the

sports' fan's role in George

men's and women's basketball

Fox athletics.

The

Lady

versity, especially now, given

Bruins

clinched the NWC title with

teams.

a convincing 70-40 win over

Ask anyone who went to
a basketball game here on

Lewis and Clark Feb. 25. In

winning the conference, the.
women also earned an auto

matic trip to the NCAA Div.
I l l To u r n a m e n t .

The win gave the Lady
Bruins

a

14-2

conference

record and pushed them to

the 20-win plateau, ending
the regular season with a 205 record.

Clark

team

that

had

been

struggling for wins all year.
The result was a 30 point
blowout.

• Before the game coach
Scott Rueck thanked his two
seniors for their dedication

over the past four seasons.
Kellie

Thomas

and

Liz

BRIAN RURIK

MISSION ACCOMPLISHED: The Lady Bruins hoist the NWC
title trophy after finishing conference play with a 14-2 record. The
women will play tomorrow in the NCAA Tournament
a three-pointer by Thomas,
it 70-35, but

along with seven assists,
keeping her name in the
running for NWC Player of

t

t h e Ye a r.

which

made

h

e

P i o n e e r s
scored

the

last

fi v e

points of
the game.
T h o m a s

ed, the team was presented
with

the

NWC

C h a m p i o n s h i p t r o p h y. A
ladder was brought out
under

one

of

the

baskets

led all scor

and, as a team, the Lady

ers with 16

Bruins cut down the net,

p o i n t s ,
including

allowing each of the women

12

for her personal collection.

from

beyond the
three-point

to take a strand of the net

George Fox will host

.

either Chapman ^ or Cal
Lutheran tomorrow night,

F r e s h m a n

March 5, in the second

K

round

l

i

n

a

e

t

y

of

the

NCAA

Campbell

To u r n a m e n t . S t u d e n t s w i l l

had

be charged $3 for admission
in accordance with NCAA

a

career-high
14 points
and
BRIAN RURIK

After the buzzer sound

r u l e s . T h e fi r s t 2 0 0 G F U

four

students to arrive will be eli

r e b o u n d s

gible for free tickets.
The game will be broad
cast live by KFOX radio.

SENIOR LEADER: Liz Clark looks to pass during
a recent game against Lewis and Clark, her last reg

coming off
the bench,

ular season game as a Lady Bruin

while
had

Leith
12

points to go
Clark were presented with

flowers and a framed jersey

Bruins.

early in the season, I was with

some type of impact on the
game. Whether it was chanti
ng "Defense" while the

a group of people relaxing in
Pennington lobby when an

Bruins were trying to stop

Wildcats walked in with a few

their opponents, or screaming

friends from GFU. He told us

after a successful three-point

that by chanting "Air-ball" at
one of his players whenever
he touched the ball, the crowd

cheering turn into vulgar jeer
ing? When does rooting for
your home team cross over
into raucously insulting the
road team?

A quick disclaimer; the

loud and supporting pur team

reason, fans seemed to be less

rience they would like to for

harsh in their cheering toward

get and, in the process,
encourage our Bruins to win.
Chanting "Air-ball" at an

women this season.
The most controversial

chant of the season was rou

opposing player is a part of

tinely heard after one of the

college athletics. Believe me, if
a visiting player shoots an air-

most embarrassing things that
can happen to an offensive
player: have his shot com
pletely miss the basket, a.k.a.
shoot an air-ball.
*I have heard several stu
dents voice their concern over

ball in Newberg, Miller Gym
will not be the first place he
has heard the chant. In fact,

GFU is friendly in compari
son to other colleges in our
conference.

the "Air-bail" chant, citing

Advocates for the aboli

our college's Christian her

tion of the "Air-ball" chant

itage as a reason to discontin

ual's mistake is not very edify

are also erring in the assump
tion that we, as students, are
attacking the players at a per
sonal level. This is simply not

ing, is it?

the case. Pei^onal attacks

ue the chant. After all, repeat
edly pointing out an individ

Those who are upset over
the use of the "Air-ball" chant

should not stop there, howev
er. Does that mean we should

hesitate at cheering after a
defensive stand by the Bruins
forced the opponent to com
mit a turnover? That would be
cheering at the other team's
mistake, and we, as a

crowd,■ should refrain from

voicing our support for

George Fox as, in doing so,
other team?

The lead reached 35 on

essary shots.
We, as a crowd, DO influ
ence the game for the better
or for the worse. By getting

visits to Miller Gym an expe

Does that mean that we, as a

we are not encouraging the

www.ShartTErrnMissinns.cani

er's head and, in turn, force
the player into taking unnec

the men's games. For some

score at halftimc, leading
36-18 heading into the lock
room.

was able to get into the play

this column were taken from

examples of cheering used for

ladies doubled the Pioneers'

er

assistant coach from the

and not supporting the visi
tors, we can make opponents'

take the lead late in the game.

GFU got out to a hot
start, taking a quick 8-0 lead
on a pair of threes by Clark
and junior Kim Lcith. The

crowd, are using our influence

students in attendance had

build up our enemies, right?
Or say, for instance, the
Bruins hit a three pointer and

After that, it was all
business for the Lady

By chanting "Air-ball" at
a visiting player, we, as a
to help our teams win. After a
win against Linfield College

Christian college, should only

to take home.

chant are taking away the

campus and they'll tell you
that, for the most part, the

er, George Fox fans pumped a
palpable energy into Miller
Gym this season.
But when does supportive

George Fox played very
well against a Lewis and

down the visiting team, the

I hope this seems like

nonsense. By using the logic

would be commenting on a
player's race or family situa

tion and applauding when a
visiting athlete is injured duiing the game. As far as I'm
concerned, these acts of

"cheering," as well as using
profanity, should be strictly
off-limits in the unwritten

rules of cheering conduct,
especially at a Christian uni

versity like George Fox.
Chanting "Air-ball" at an

opposing player is not rude; it

is a part of the game that all
players recognize and many
fans take advantage of. If you
choose not to take advantage
of it, that is your right. But
condemning the student body
for using a clean, traditional

chant is simply wrong.
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jwi
ilfnts;
amazi
n
g
season
ends
h win ever Lewis and Clark
DAN
HKNlMr'|>'p
D
AN
JlKNNETr
Sports Editor

r * Division
•
III team to defeat

Last Friday night, playing

in their final game of the sea-

n
"lball'l!'',,
Basket
team did Men's
what they
had done for most of the yean
win.

Puget Sound this season, win
ning 68-66 on Jan. 21 in
Newberg. Even so, the Bruins
missed a berth in the NCAA Din National Tournament.
On Jan. 28, the Bruins

squeaked out a win against the
Pios in Portland thanks to a last
second lay-up by junior guard

In what was the last colle
giate game for seniors Mark Aaron Schmick. Last Friday's

Cayman and Tony Walther, the

however, did not require
Bruins defeated the Lewis and game,
the
heroi
cs of one player to seal
Clark Pioneers 86-72 here at the victory.

Miller Gym.

The win capped one of the
greatest seasons in George Fox

Walther, rarely used during
the regular season, got the start
in place of sophomore Phil

history. The Bruins finished the Heu-Weller. The senior con
year with an 18-7 record, and tributed early, adding a three

their 13-3 mark in Northwest
pointer in the opening minutes
Conference action allowed which saw the Bruins race
them to finish second in a con ahead to a quick lead they never
ference they were picked to fin
ish sixth in earlier in the season. relinquished.

The men were the only

Gayman led all scorers

with 23 points, added 10

rebounds and dished out career-

high six assists, giving him the
2 4 t h a n d fi n a l d o u b l e - d o u b l e o f
his illustrious career here at

GFU. For his career, Gayman
notched 1,457 points, good for
8th on the Bruins' all-time list.

He also grabbed 726 rebounds
over his four year tenure with
George Fox.
Junior Scott Szalay scored
10 points and grabbed 11
rebounds in the win, while
Heu-Weller shot his way to 20
points and snared seven
rebounds, and made four of

eight three-point attempts.
Walther added eight points in
15 minutes, the most time he
has seen all season.
Next season the Bruins will

return with everyone but

Gayman and Walther, giving
them an excellent opportunity
to duplicate this year's success.

BRIAN RURIK

ONE FOR THE BOOKS: The George Fox Bruins had one
of their best seasons ever, finishing second in the NWC
with a 13-3 record, 18-7 overall. Senior Tony Walther
helped GFU in their final game, an 86-72 win against L&C

2005 Major League Baseball season preview:
Cards win It ever Yanks, Beltre and Beliran MVPs
CORY

MANDINA

park, Dodger Stadium. Safeco
Field is probably not much bet
ter in that sense, but it's a cou

bloodiest ankle I've ever seen in

Mazzone doesn't have to make

a game. My point? Schilling is

something out of nothing like

a warrior. Not to mention the

he did with Damian Moss and

fact his championship team got

John Rocker. He actually gets

A . L . C h a m p s - N e w Yo r k

even better this off-season, and

to work with a bonafide big

Ya n k e e s

Sox winning it all in last year's

ple notches better. And finally,
if the Mariners go from 63 wins
to say...90, how can you deny

they'll be back with momentum

league pitcher. JIudson takes

N.L. Champs - St. Louis

preview. Pretty good if I say so

his value to one of the worst

in 2005.

h i s a l l - s t a r c r e d e n t i a l s t o Te d

Cardinals

myself (then again, we all get
lucky sometimes, even if it

teams last year? •

Turner town, and as sure as
most of us will be cramming for

Ya n k e e s i n 6

takes 86 years). And while they

National League (N.L.) MVP
- Carlos Beltran, New York

our modern day B-version of
"Murderer's Row" at bay, and

same place twice, why riot hold

Mets

being one of the main causes of

up a pole and see if Babe Ruth

Seems stupid not to give it
to Bonds, eh? He's one of the

what could be considered the

greatest players ever, eh? But
the guy is human, and he'll be
41 this year. "Special" creams
can only keep a guy going for so

sports. Point said, I don't see a
repeat in the picture for a man
by name of Santana...Johan
Santana. The Minnesota Twins

Upcoming Baseball Games on

long before he pulls a "Jason

www.kfoxradio.net

almost single-handedly brought

m i g h t b e g o o d , b u t To r r i
Hunter and Corey Koskie don't
quite help the team in the same
way Manny Ramirez, David

his team to the Fall Classic last

Ortiz and Edgar Renteria are

playoffs. His numbers are phe

sure to do this year.

Staff Writer
The time has come to take
a look at the 2005 MLB season.

I actually had the Boston Red

say lightning never strikes the

will strike me now that he's
been liberated of his Beantown

grudge?

American League (AX.) MVP
- Adrian Beltre, Seattle
Mariners

m admit it, I am a huge
Mariners " fan, and so you're

probably thinking this is a little

biased. While that might be

partially true, think with me for

a moment. Beltre put up MVP-

esque numbers last year.
Unfortunately, he happened to
be in the same league with the

Schilling proved his worth

these last playoffs by keeping

Giambi" for the Giants.
Beltran on the other hand

nomenal (only real legit 40-40

guy in the league). He's only 27
years old, and his talent is out
of this world. Keep watch on

this guy in the Big Apple.

half-man, half-steroid, and half- AX. Cy Young - Curt

amazing, Barry Bonds (so it
Boston Red Sox
doesn't add up, this isnt ma^ Schilling,
He might be 38 years old,
class). Not to mention he did but this guy played on the
this in a notorious pitcher's

finals soon, Mazzone is bound
to work his magic.

World Series - Cardinals over

F O X

biggek choke in the history of

htcp://www.Rfoxradlo.net

March 5- @ Linfield
M a r c h 1 2 - L i n fi e l d

April 2- (g) Lewis & Clark
April 9- Puget Sound
April 23- Pacific

N.L. Cy Young - Tim Hudson,
Atlanta Braves

For those of you that don't
know, Leo Mazzone, the Braves

pitching coach, could probably
take Marty McFly of "Back to

Upcoming Softball Games on
www.lcfoxradio.net

the Future" and turn him into

Cy Young material. It's true, he
might be old, and it's weird, but
he's a pitch-

March 13- Willamette

April 10- Lewis & Clark
April 16- Pacific Lutheran

ing Houdini.

This year

Standings and Schedules
Baseball
NWC - 0-0
Overall - 4-2

Mar. 5-6 - @ Linfield

Mar. 9 - Western Baptist
Mar. 12-13 - Whitworth
Mar. 15- @ Concordia

t h o u g h ,

A L L G A M E S B E G I N AT 1 2 : 0 0 P M

Softball

W o m e n ' s Te n n i s

Men's Tennis

Track and Field

NWC - 0-0

NWC - 2-2

NWC-1-3

M a r. 5 - W i l l a m e t t e 6 -

Overall - 1-1

Overall - 2-2

Overall - 1-3

Way Meet

Mar. 5 - @ PLU
Mar. 6 - @ Puget Sound
Mar. 12 - Linfield

Mar. 5 - @ Whitworth

Mar. 5 - Whitman (9

Meet

Mar. 12 - Pacific (10

am), Whitworth (3 pm)
Mar 12 - @ Pacific (10
am), L&C (2:30 pm)

M a r, 1 8 - W i l l a m e t t e

Mar. 12 - NWC South

Mar. 13 - Willamette

am), @ L&C (2:30 pm)
April 2 - PLU

Spring Break Meet

Mar. 19- Cal Poly Invite
Issue 9 Vol. CXXl
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Becoming Soul Servants

Christian band
S w i t c h f o o t ,

Gugliotta said, "You

Join the Journey

were meant to live
for so much more."
The theme of the
week

Doctor ol" Ministry in Leadership and Spiritual Formation

echoes

Switchfoot as well:
"This is your life."

Master of Arts in Spiritual Formation

Certificate in Spiritual Formation and Disciplcship

Switchfoot adds,

"Are you who you
want to be?"
Karli Saathoff
and Rebecca Dorsey

told the audience Wednesday that they can

be who they want to be, they don't have to
listen to the lies of the devil. Saathoff spoke
of her "gut-wrenching fight with depres
sion," and Dorsey shared how she and God
beat her eating disorder.

G EORGE Fox
E VA N G E L I C A L

SEMINARY

Dorsey's eating disorder stemmed from
abuse in her past, and she said she still
struggles some days with the lies that con
trolled her life for so long. "But I speak
truth over those lies," she said. "God does

seminary.georgeJox.edu

not make damaged goods." Dorsey chal

800-493-4937

lenged the audience with, "Do you have the
courage to ask God to spotlight the areas of
sin and brokenness in your life?"
Saathoff told how the chains of depres

sion had held her prisoner for years. "I
plunged into drugs, alcohol, guys anything that could fill my pain,

Sensational

Family and ConsunKr
Science DcfKinmcni
'llh annual

Cuts

Career Seminar

Prices

In the Greenroom

of truth. Our God is a God of free
dom."

All four of the speakers as well as
Lau and Student Chaplain Beth
Klopfenstein reiterated the point,
"Secrecy is of the devil."

10 a.m.-12 p.m.

At the student talk-back session

i^Great Clips for hair

Science fields.

invited to attend the Career Seminar!

out of them and into the freedom of

hope," she said. "Our God is a God

Thursday, March 10th

All George Fox students are

she said all she had to do was step
God's grace. "Our God is a God of

Sensible

Be prepared to meet professionals
working in the Family and Consumer

even for 15 minutes," she said. But
then God unlocked her chains, and

Great Haircuts. Every Time. Everywhere.

on Wednesday night, ASC Secretary
Travis Shafer affirmed them. "The

most important thing is, every Fox
student struggles with something,"
he said. "So we shouldn't be afraid

Present your George Fox student ID
to save $2 on any haircut

to share. Sharing makes us stronger
and grow as a community."
Freshman Donny Miller agreed.
He said that while not everyone

901 N. Brutscher Rd, Newberg (503) 538-6943

deals with an issue discussed this

Columbia River Bank Building
in the Fred Meyer parking lot

one who does. This week was "appli
cable to the whole student body," he
said, calling it a "freeing and releas
ing corporate experience."

Bring your Lunch to the Bruin Den for more

net\vorking after the Seminar from 12-i p.m.

For mote inroimaUea coniKl
Iodic McOecst

jonKgtt^'cntrKcnii.cdu

Open 7 days: M-F 9-9, Sat 9-6, Sun 10-5

HAGGARD SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

IS GOD CALLING YOU?
Academic excellence artd practical engagement are essential elements for you to effectively answer that call
We are committed to partnering with you on your journey of lifelong service for Christ.

DEVELOPING GODLY, COMPETENT LEADERS TO ANSWER THE CALL

For more n
i formato
i n on Haggard School oflheoo
l gy, cal (626) 815-5439, or vsi ti wvw.apu.edu/expo
i re/theoo
l gy/

week, everyone at least knows some

